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PROLOGUE

The following document describes the design of amarine
training facility, a Seafarer's College, which is to be located
adjacent to the Inner Harbour at Victoria, British
Columbia. Its function Is to prepare trainees for careers in
the Merchant Marine as shipmasters, navigators,
engineers, or administrators.
The design of the College is used as avehicle to explore the
generation of an architectural poetic which is a clear
expression of a building's purpose and its contextual
relationships. In this respect, the capable grace of the
seagoing ship serves as an important architectural
precedent. The lines of awell-designed vessel convey a
dramatic symmetry, a clear expression of its place in the
world.
It is Important to note, especially within the context of
Victoria's Inner Harbour, that to achieve such intimacy
requires something deeper than agesture to a particular
type of visual imagery which Is often misinterpreted as
"context". Victoria's Inner harbour was once avibrant and
functional place. Much of the port's vitality was derived
from the brash functionalism of its infrastructure and the
activities which took place around it. But achanging
economic climate has seen its importance as aworking
port decline. The intent behind a.great deal of what now
exists in the way of urban fabric has been based upon an
extremely superficial interpretation of "ont'a
result, the urban landscape around the
rJilii_
become ...
.
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1. Typical Merchant Ships.
Bulk Carrier; Oil Tanker; Cargo Ship; Barge; Passenger Uner
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PROGRAMME
BACKGROUND: THE MERCHANT MARINE
Most nations with access to acoastline of any sort operate
fleets of commercial vessels with which to engage in
international trade and commerce. Although there are
enormous variations in ship size, age, and transport
function, merchant vessels can be classified into three basic
types (refer to Figure 1): floating hotels designed to
entertain and transport passengers; floating warehouses for
the storage of dry goods while in transit over the water; and
floating oil tanks in which huge volumes of fluids are moved
from port to port.
The vessels of amerchant fleet range in size from gigantic
liners, bulk-carriers or tankers which spend most of their
operational lives at sea, to smaller ships on the coastal trade
which may be in and out of aport every day or two. Most
national fleets contain some extremely modern vessels as
well as older ships which may have been in service for
twenty-five years or more.
But in spite of such variations and regardless of the national
flag being flown, the technological know-how and practical
skills required to move any ship from one port to another
are basically identical.

SHIPBOARD RESPONSIBILITIES

-

Ir

Deck Officers (or Navigating Officers) are responsible for the
general supervision of the movement of the ship from place
to place. They take care of the legalities involved in entering
and departing foreign and domestic ports, as well as
maintain ageneral degree of shipboard order. In port, they
are responsible for the loading, storage, and unloading of
cargoes. The basic scientific knowledge demanded of these
officers is mainly in the fields of mathematics, physics, and
astronomy which become translated into the practical
technologies cf navigation, ship-handling, cargo and fuel
storage, and #mfflar duties.'
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Marine Trai
ning Facility, Seattle

Miter/Hull Architects

4.

Milne Simulator, Rotterdam

Norman Foster & Partners

The captain is in overall charge (Refer to Figure 2) and
oversees the work of afew other similarly-trained personnel
to whom the various "deck" tasks are delegated. These
officers, in turn, supervise the manual labour undertaken
mainly by the "hands" or "ratings". Although marine
economics and accounting are more complex than this, the
primary responsibility of the Navigating Officers is to direct
the movement of the ship from place to place in such a
fashion that areasonable profit margin is maintained for the
owners of the ship.
A second work unit aboard merchant ships, the Engineering
Department, is responsible for the operation, maintenance,
and repair of the ship's engines and such other mechanical
and electrical equipment as might be used to propel the
vessel. Again, the theoretical-scientific base for this work
must be translated into basic engineering skills suitable for
the task of operating and maintaining the mechanical
equipment that drives the ship. 2
2.

Sir Arthur Rosfron

The Cunard Une's
quntessen1ia
Master

The Canadian Coast Guard issues certificates of competency
to commercial Shipmasters, Mates, and Marine Engineers to
indicate that they are qualified to act in a specified capacity
on aship. The primary function of a Marine Training
Institute is to prepare students for the examinations leading
to the issuance of these certificates.

MARINE TRAINING: FACILITIES & CURRICULA
Marine Training in Canada is based upon the British system
whereby officers are supplied to the Merchant Marine by
nautical "colleges" which typically occupy departmental
status in provincially-operated technical colleges.
Because of the specialized nature of the instruction offered,
these institutions are usually situated on the water in an
active port where many practical applications of the
academic curriculum may be readily explored and coopera,tive programmes may be developed with shore-based
maritime industry (refer to Figures 3 & 4).
In the sphere bf maritime training, practical experience at
sea is of equl1mpqrtance to the shore-based academic
currlculuclure required to obtain Master

Perceived Advantages of Shipboard Life among Senior Studenrs, by Country
,
,
In Percent)
Spain

America
(N114)

Britain
(N4)

(N= 395,)

Vsiting exciting
Ports

81.6

84.4

34.2

Applying nautical
skills

82.0

73.9

88.1

Being a
professional

75.2

73.3

68.6

Becoming areal
man

55.9

45.5

74.1

Aspects of
Shipboard Life

Exercising
66.4

76.6

68.1

Service to one's
nation

auUority

66.4

32.6

60.0

Living adisciplined
work life

55.4

89.1

70.2

70.5

57.8

36.6

66.4

57.3

81.3

Living conditions

aboard ship

Camaraderie with

fellow officers
Having the respect

:38.7

34.9

21.0

Having adifferent
kind of job

57.1

51.1

32.7

Being away from
family

17.0

17.8

10.4

Long periods
on ship

13.5

13.0

12.1

of friends

Mariner's certification, for example, would be as follows
(each certificate must be obtained In order):
1.

Watchkeeping Mate Certification
Programme Length:

19 weeks

Prerequisite Sea Service:
2.

24 months

Ocean Navigator II Certification
Programme Length:

20 weeks

Prerequisite Sea Service:
3.

12 months

Ocean Navigator ICertification
Programme Length:

21 weeks

Prerequisite Sea Service:
4.

12 months

Master Mariner
Programme Length:

10 weeks

Prerequisite Sea Service:

TOTAL SHORE-BASED TRAINING:
MINIMUM AT-SEA TRAINING:

12 Month.-

70 WEEKS

60 MONTHS

The primary implication of this curriculum is that trainees
embark upon a nomadic lifestyle which will continue once
they obtain full-time employment at sea. A study conducted
by William Rosengren and Michael Bassls 3 found that one of
the most important perceived advantages of alife at sea
amongst incoming. rdffès was the camaraderie associated
with á'tlght-knit .groip df individuals working to pursue a
comrnàn goal. A fUow-up study of these same trainees in
their. senior year found that agreat many of them were
disillusioned In this same respect after they had spent a few
years.atséa on th re lying end of officers' orders and a
xigidlnra:thied
Ia tmcthre.
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Consequently, it would seem important to create an
academic environment which would foster the kind of
soci1izaUon and teamwork which so many perceive as an
advantage. The College can in some respects be considered
ahaven to the trainee, much as a port might be to a ship..

BUILDING PROGRAMME:
THE SEAFARER'S COLLEGE
The programme was developed using the existing campus of
the British Columbia Maritime IYaining Institute in
Vancouver as amodel to establish basic requirements and
spatial relationships (refer to Figures 5 & 6).
The Seafarer's College described herein is intended to
support apopulation of approximately 200-300 students. I
have subdivided the programme into anumber of zones
based upon necessary functional relationships.
ZONE 1:
OFFICE/RESEARCH SPACES
Approximate Area: 1064 m2 (11449 sf)
Reception
Administration/OffIces
Library (Stacks/Study Rooms)
Computer Laboratory
Lecture Hall/Conference Centre
Faculty Lounge

W, 101
0111

goga'
/

q

ori

st

1811101190". 1
$IGxoN TRAINING
i0 m2 (17750 sf)

ONE
A
Z pp
T. p

Thijng,Ipom

'

nfroom
Room
Pep'&ticn Electrical

re
4
M.T.I., Vancouver

VA

270 degree Navigation Simulators
Simulator Cores (4)
Mechanical/Electrical
General Classrooms
Chartwork/Drajttng Studio
Navigation Seminar Room
Offices
Student Lounge
Washrooms
Storage
ZONE 3:
ENGINEERING/SEAMANSHIP TRAINING
Approximate Area: 2550 m2 (27400 sf)
Engine Room Simulators
Master Control Room
Electrical Simulator
Mechanical ControlRoom Simulator
Engine Control Simulators
Workshop Space
General Shop
Marine Engineering Shop
Offices
Outdoor Work Yard
General Seamanship Training Space

Th1ft4 Training
4c bClasroom

M

çJJfces

sd3féLy Tank

W

pport Space
bfeoct'flaznuig Pier

Mec
APP

5

65001112 (68000 sf)

9.

Modem Container Port, Rotterdam
Economic pressures have driven these huge industrial complexes away from most urban areas.

.'-

.......
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8.

Manhattan Piers, New York City, 1920s
Traditional harbour layout. Note Intimacy between port & city.
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SITE
SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
The nature of the building programme is such that a
potential site must meet anumber of physical requirements.
It is important to locate the College at the water's edge
because many courses of instruction Involve hands-on
training aboard rescue vessels or lifeboats (refer to Figure 7).
The ideal "In-the-water" training ground would be relatively
sheltered from wlnd,waves and other marine traffic, but
would have direct access to the sea such that open-water
training may be undertaken
As has already been indicated, it is a further requirement
that the College be sited in proximity to other functioning
aspects of aport, such that opportunities for practical
training may be exploited and links with industry may be
cultivated.
7.

P.M.T.I., Vancouver
Ufeboct Training
Pier

But one must also consider the way the College will be
utilized by the students. It has been made clear that a
trainee is likely to lead anomadic lifestyle. Financial
resources available to the trainee are likely to be limited,
and it would therefore be preferable to locate the College in
an environment which is readily accessible by alternative
means of transportation. It would also be preferable to
locate the College in an area with easily-accessible
neighbourhood amenities and aready supply of short-term
accommodation opportunities.
The unfortunate reality of contemporary shipping is that
much of aport's industrial base has been pushed away from
the amenities of the city to fringe areas where land is more
readily available and the deeper water is capable of handling
larger ships (refer to Figures 8 & 9).
The çli'Lce a
1t'for,.the Seafarer's College therefore
in.SO nithi±gof ãtrade-off between quality-of-life and
pro
ty t 1.ptt and its associated industrial base.
One A .asoortIi:selection of the site described hereafter is
that• . -i• ',; .area$oti.ble balance between the two.
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11. Site & Surroundings

:

L

SITE DESCRIPTION & HISTORY
The site selected for this project is located immediately
across the Inner Harbour from Victoria's downtown core
(refer to Figures 10 & 11). It is defined by Belleville Street to
the south, by the Blackball automobile ferry terminal to the
east, and by the harbour on its two remaining sides. Laurel
Point, which separates Victoria's Inner and Outer Harbours,
projects northward just to the west of the site, creating a
quiet bay which is ideally-suited to small-scale in-the-water
training.
This is an unusual site in that its origins are relatively
recent and well-documented. It is essentially alarge pier
which has existed in some form or another for the past one
hundred years. Although it is likely that some sort of wharf
has existed on the site since Victoria's very early days, the
basis for the existing pier was constructed in the late 1800s
and served as ahome port for the Canadian Pacific
Railway's coastal steamship fleet. The larger trans-pacific
liners tied up in the outer harbour, primarily due to the
restricted manoeuvring room in James Bay.
The site came into being as apurely functional response to
aset of particu1cr needs. As those needs changed, so the
physical nature of the site evolved in response. The site
today, although Identifiable as adescendant of the original
construction, has been adapted to serve in acontemporary
context (refer to Appendix "A" for more detailed historical
documentation).
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The original pier was constructed to serve passenger vessels,
and many of them. As aresult, cargo warehouses lined
Belleville Street and additional finger docks extended into
the harbour. The C.P.R. built an elaborate neo-classical
ticket office at the eastern end of the pier complex near the
Provincial Legislature buildings to complement its recentlycompleted Empress Hotel (refer to Figure 12).
The C.P.R. and competitor Blackball lines maintained
continuous passenger and vehicle ferry services between
Victoria's innet.harbc5ur,Vancouver, and Seattle until the
arl
their ultimate dthise were sown
_.-4ferry service defined by a
mo
twelve years earlier.
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Blackball were hit by aseries of
strilyut Vancouver Island off from the
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14. Site & Contextual Relationships

13. Existing Site Condtlons
Blackball Ferry Parking In Foreground; College site in background

mainland. The B.C. government could do very little to
prevent the situation because C.P.R. was a federallychartered company. In an effort to ensure amore reliable
and consistent service, the B.C. Ferries corporation was
established
lice shortly thereafter, with its
nearest island terminal'àt Swartz Bay rather than Victoria.
The private ferry companies were already stretched thin
financially and could not afford the capital investments
required to compete with the new, faster, and more
fleet

-

yth i7OC.fid withdrawn from the passenger
ferry 99Q6A
,A10get irc"and the Blackball line ran only a
'tedseice beerlVictor1a and Seattle/Port Angeles
P4I4P 'R'r .
P rri
ships bypassed Victoria's harbour
hr
gnlcance of the site as part of aworking
.rdihuinIs
ally
-

'fr
12. C.P.R. Ticket Office
Now a Wax Museum

•-

pez ti1l handles ferry traffic but much
aneen /
ty . The additional piers have
eiftwed aricrnIdt'of the site has been paved over to
t11
Iiwaiting the ferry to Port Angeles.
The threshold between earth and dock has been made
ambiguous and the nature of the Belleville Street edge has
been altered substanthdly (refer to Figure 13).

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
(Refer to Appendix "B" for Complete Site Analysis &
Documentation)
Th esite chosen for the Seafarer's College occupies a
prominent position within the visual context of the Inner
Harbour. Much of the site's richness, however, is derived
from the fact that each edge interacts with avery different
urban context (refer to Figure 14).

site acts as a gateway to James
é,l7ers viewing the harbour from
io4approaching the inner harbour by
In this context, the site becomes an
of apanoramic harbour view.
Frqpyne is able to fully appreciate the site
in
ctural context. As the eye pans from
eayofleStkes in the dense urban fabric of the
ear y19QOs eraIowutown building stock.

16. Belleville Street Panorama, View to North -West
College site adjacent to harbour at left of photograph

Next, one perceives awhole set of monumental buildings
which punctuate the skyline as individual statements: the
chateau-style Empress Hotel, the provincial legislature
buildings (both the Victorian main buildings and aseries of
monumental modern offices, galleries and museums). The
last in the series is the heavy-handed neo-classical C.P.R.
ticket centre (now awax museum).
To the west of the C.P.R. building, the urban fabric adjacent
to the harbour becomes one of low, nondescript linear
1960's hotels with anumber of taller condominium-type
buildings set back afew blocks from the harbour. The
Blackball ferry Coho, when it is in port, adds a significant
linear element to the vista.
What becomes most evident from this perspective is the lack
of apunctuating architectural element at the western end of
the James Bay skyline. The density of the downtown core
and the series of monumental public buildings anchor the
eastern end of the vista, but the western end simply
dissolves into a disjointed collection of visual clutter.
East
From the east, one approaches the site along Belleville
Street (refer to Figure 16). The southern edge of the street
is reasonably well-defined by the aforementioned series of
long, low hotels, and then by anumber of Victorian-era twostory homes. The northern side of the street suffers,
however, because the edge essentially dissolves once one
passes the C.P.R. ticket building.
It is also curious that, although the north side of the street
is the most heavily travelled by pedestrians as they emerge
from downtown and the harbour walkway, there is nothing
to draw them any further west, either along the dock or
aionghV1
climb the stairs to the sidewalk.
The
street and dock occurs fairly
and there is nothing but asteep
s1opsgin separated from anarrow
side
ence (refer to Figure 17).
The si4-'
to
somhItt
:
edgep
''

''
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sCollege presents an opportunity
'.;
eend of this popular walkway;
.eedestrian past the inhospitable
yard.

S/
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South
The southern edge of the site is part of an urban context
which is much more intimate in scale (refer to Figure 18).
Immediately across the Belleville Street are situated two
Victorian Bed-and Breakfast Inns of amore residential
scale. They currently enjoy only aminor connection to the
harbour, due primarily to the expanse of parking and the
long aluminum passenger ferry terminal which currently
exist on the site.
Both Oswego Street and Belleville Street (which bends south
at the western end of the site) offer framed views to the pier
as they emerge from the adjacent residential neighbourhood
(refer to Figures 19 & 20).

20. Framed View
Oswego Street
north from
Quebec Street

Belleville Street, because it bends, offers two completely
different approaches to the site (one parallel and one
perpendicular), depending upon which way one travels.
The change in grade between the sidewalk and the pier is
more gentle here and the harbour is at least visible from the
sidewalk, but the site still lacks adestination, or at least a
place for the pedestrian to pause on the way to Laurel Point
park, which connects with the site via an inconspicuous
pathway which leads off to the west.
Other important contextual elements on the south side of
the site include Quadra Park, which is situated at the
southeast corner of Belleville Street and Oswego Street. It
might be desirable to establish links across the site between
this park and the waterfront park system to the west.
West
To the west of the site, Laurel Point projects northward,
livate bay which the pier appears to
creaUng
,(refer to Figure 21).
reach .dr
and even to acertain extent from
Fro
onpreciates
ap
thesite as part of al
arger urban
thea
t 'xtrn. the .wet however, thesite almost becomes
con
the urban fabricbecomes
the
>h'übfield defined by thepointand the
subs
pierr1reIeo.i'igure22) Theeffect achieved is almost one of
an Yütdobf room atldal courtyard Within this context the
oppt*Iuts'tdevelop a true intimacy with the site
andat'é-èth around it.
-
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THE SHIP
AS AN ARCHITECTURAL METAPHOR
This project is based upon the premise that the interplay
between programme and context contain the fundamentals
of an architectural poetic. The design process then involves
the liberation of these elements to generate a building with a
clear sense of place and purpose.
This project began with the general idea that Iwanted to
explore the relationship between ships and architecture.
The site and programme for this project were selected
because they suggest apoetic which deals with this
relationship.
The objective of the following discussion is to study the ship
and derive aset of architectural principles which may be
applied to the generation of space and form. Ishall focus
primarily upon the trans-oceanic passenger liners of the
early twentieth century, for these were some of the most
culturally and architecturally significant vessels ever
created.
Precedent: Layered Contextual Relationships
The great liners of the early twentieth-century distinguished
themselves from the cruise ships of today by their overriding
sense of purpose. That purpose was to ferry as many people
as possible across atrackless expanse of ocean safely,
quickly and economically, in any season and any weather
but many of these people were simply terrified at the
prospect of putting toe.
--

British NaiaIArchitectrthur Davis, who had been
commissioned to worlon many of the great liners, stated to
his colleagu
at thJoyal Institute of British Architects in
1922:
start this work-..I said to the directors

When I as
of the
the

wer

h.dcWjoLL make aship look like a ship?"...But
i1io5gbvas that the people who use these ships

are not ptstitfj do not dance hornpipes;
seasick
that

,

jatheS,

X/XI
P
A

areo)7Asftr60rth
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they are mostly
nd the one thing they want toforgeL is

Way to Cros, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1972. p. 112 .

23. FunctIonal Beauty

Empress of Australia. exterior
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24. StylistIc Indulgence

Empress of Australia. Interior

.

Cocooned within the singular efficiency of the vessel's
seagoing lines, therefore, was an insulated world of
architectural indulgence whose spatial and stylistic
expressions reflected the predominant trends ashore (refer
to Figures 23 & 24). But even the most opulent interior
made concessions to the ocean environment and to the
functional requirements of the liner itself.
What resulted was aunique hybrid which modulated earthly
architectural gestures with aseafarer's sensibility:
stairways always climbed parallel to the fore-and-aft axis of
the vessel, rendering them less dangerous in rough weather;
beds and bunks never ran athwartships, but fore and aft (so
asleeping person would be rocked side-to-side, rather than
end-over-end); chandeliers, although conventional in
appearance, were hung rigidly so that they would not swing.
The tension between the passengers' desire to deny the sea
and the necessity that the designers acknowledge it
produced aunique set of architectural expressions which
could be found nowhere else on earth. This represents the
first important precedent which may be applied to the
project at hand. Ihave spoken already about the
importance of investing the Seafarer's College with aclear
sense of place and purpose. The preceding example
illustrates how the need to address a series of layered
contextual relationships can produce an architecture which
inherently expresses the essence of aplace.
The site selected for this project allows for the articulation of
asimilar expression. As the preceding chapter illustrated,
any building on this site will have to respond to several
distinct yet overlapping concerns ranging from
programmatic restrictions to the way each edge is
addressed. The tensions arising from the consequent
architectural investigation can contribute to an intangible
sense that this work could not possibly exist anywhere else.
Precedent: Monumental & Intimate Engagement
It is anticipated that the-Seafarer's College will be
sin ültanebulvpet c"v.'c1 as both amonumental gesture
and am oréffi1thate backdrop to daily life. It is important
expressions reflect this duality. Once
thatk
as an important precedent:
ag
1eon
both levels at once. What
inte
which allowed It to relate to us this
pro
ropertles be applied in amore
way
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25. Monuznentd Engagement
Empress of Japan Departs Victoria

-

-

traditional architectural sense?
It is relatively easy to understand how aperson might have
related to the liner at amonumental level: its very
proportions were awe-inspiring. Sixty thousand tons; eighty
thousand horsepower; four million rivets; three thousand
passengers
such figures were almost beyond the realm of
human comprehension, especially in something which
moved (refer to Figure 25). One passenger, about to
embark, described his ship like this:
--

"...The ship's hull, seen through the raised sides of the shed,
seemed to go on forever. This close-up of black, rivet-shirided
plating, streaked with salt and rust, was not as pretty as the
glistening upperworks seen from afar, but it was infinitely
reassuring. It seemed extraordinary that such ajettylike wall was
actually afloat and would be at sea in amatter of hours. "5
Being at sea was even more overwhelming. One's senses
were inundated with sensations unique to the experience of
making acrossing: the pervasive throb of hidden power
plants; the inescapable blast of the foghorn which seemed to
resonate from deep within the body even if one's ears were
covered. The architecture which had seemed so opulent and
Invulnerable in port came to life at sea with aterrible
bucking and heaving and groaning which suggested the
interplay of immeasurable forces.
And yet, a unique bond developed between passenger and
ship. The net effect of the pitching, rolling and throbbing
was a particular "character" which was unique to each and
every vessel. The nervous traveller grew accustomed to this
predictable behaviour. A measure of comfort was drawn
from this familiarity in an otherwise alien environment.
One passenger wrote of his shipboard accommodation:
It
ba
dec

--

-

this creaci , heaving, vibrating, white, polished
'iiOfththseevenina hours has a strange serenity;

..iie

FftuLdq,f$lglnes the pad and patter offeet on the
paint, the lapping of the waves on the

The ftt d;t

S
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eveloped between passenger and

26. Fcmci1 Space
First Class Dining Rooms lb do France

ship was due primarily to the fact that in crossing four
thousand miles of open sea, aliner quite literally became
one's champion in abattle with an opponent hopelessly
beyond the capabilities of any single human being.
One might argue at this point that the precedents Iam
trying to establish appear only tenuously applicable once
one steps ashore. It is true that much of the aura which
surrounded aliner was due to the very fact that, large as it
was, it was not abuilding. However, Ibelieve there are
some underlying architectural principles which might be
extracted, especially in terms of this project.
What seems most remarkable to me is how quickly people
developed avery intimate relationship with agigantic and
seemingly impersonal entity. An Atlantic crossing took only
four days, and yet bonds were formed in many passengers
which lasted alifetime. There are many examples of
buildings which inspire such emotion but it usually requires
amuch longer gestation period.
This is an important observation because, as far as
buildings go, the proposed Seafarer's College will be utilized
by the trainees in amanner which is somewhat similar to
the way a passenger would have used aliner. Trainees are
present at the College for anumber of relatively short
periods. But during those periods the College expands to fill
their lives between scheduled class time, after-hours
training and extra-curricular activities.
The survey discussed in the preceding chapter revealed that
asense of belonging and camaraderie was perceived by the
trainees as an extremely important aspect of life as a
seaman. It is therefore important that, although the College
serves a monumental function within the larger context of
the harbour, it must also encourage quick and comfortable
engagement on apersonal or group level. It is worth
examining, in architectural terms, how aliner managed to
achieve this end so quickly. A sense of community was
engendered by attaching relative importance to social
functions and the spaces in which these might occur (refer
to Flires 26; 27,'.& 28).
Rooms Tere irovidd for every manner of gathering, from
the formal dining si.1oons seating hundreds to more
intimate.,okIiig or.reading rooms to the privacy of one's
own oab1jiThe College,must provide the same range of
opportrzn1t1s for interaction or pnvacy.
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29. Thresholds
Princess Norah at Bomfield. B.C.. Illustrates
the essence of the transitions between Iand/dock/gangplonk/ship

:t:

Part of the reason for the anthropomorphic way people
regarded liners was that they almost seemed alive as they
moved through their environment in all of its different
moods. It is very difficult for an immobile entity like a
building to interact with its environment in so animated a
fashion. But It is possible to create an architecture which is
based upon the integration of the building with appropriate
aspects of the site and its environment. This is of particular
importance when the site is as inherently animated as the
one selected for this project (I refer here to environmental
factors like sun, wind, rain, tide, seasonal variations, and
human activity on and around the site).
Creating an architectural expression which responds to its
environmental context can contribute to the sense that a
particular building could not exist in any other form or place
than it does right now. This can in turn bring life to the
architecture which, Ibelieve, encourages people to identify
with it at amore personal level.
Precedent: Thresholds
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Within aport, land and sea come together in a symbiotic
relationship. But even in their coexistence they represent
two solitudes: there can be no ambiguity as to the boundary
between them. The tantalizing nature of this relationship is
what invests a port with such arichness of experience.
The dock represents the ultimate threshold between land
and sea
the only point at which one might pass from one
world into the other. Actually taking this step is a powerful
experience and one with agreat deal of potential for
architectural exploration, especially in terms of the site and
programme chosen for this project (refer to Figure 29).
Consider the following account written by apassenger
boarding aliner in New York:
--

tore to ship was brief but symbolic. In those dnys,
.zitss a broad plank equipped with ho.ndrails, rather.
asteel and canvas tunneL During dnijlight, there was
between the two worlds, dizzy suspension over
afiash of
dischagUig condensers, before entering the
pilings,•fioi
electric light, panelling, and concern that was a
beguilingwc)
Pa

the uiày

ship'
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THE "AQUITANIA" (CiNARD LINE)

_-lrchitects :ore: aseaside villa, conceived as are these ii;;ers, would be r. or:
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The spatial implications of the preceding passage represent
yet another opportunity for architectural exploration. The
site context and building programme, as we have seen, are
such that they imply adegree of connection between the
urban environment and the waters of the harbour. One of
the primary objectives of the architectural intervention on
this site is to establish and articulate a clear progression
between them.
The notion of "threshold" becomes important on many levels
public/private, street/building, city/harbour
or, more
conceptually, one might speak of the College as athreshold
between one's present reality and anew endeavour. Each of
these dichotomies may be considered analogous to the
land/sea relationship discussed earlier.
--

--

Precedent: The Architecture of Utility
Victoria's Inner Harbour was once avibrant and functional
place
its present-day physical context was shaped
primarily by the functional realities of handling marine
traffic. Much of the port's vitality was derived from the
brash functionalism of its infrastructure and the activities
which took place around it. But it has become sterilized, a
parody of its former self
the superficial restatement of
past intentions has not preserved its vitality.
--

--

Much as the purposeful grace of the great liner has been
supplanted by the commodlfied blandness of the cruise
ship, Victoria's Inner Harbour has been transformed from a
working port into amarina. What is required is agreater
emphasis upon the port's utility in the contemporary
context. The proposed Seafarer's College is one example of
how such avision might be realized. In a programmatic
sense, the choice of this site is primarily afunctional one:
the activities which take place at the College require direct
access to the harbour and its remaining port facilities. Yet
we I?Eff'that iffthlTs case adecision which was
returns in many other
areasasw
The development of aphysical architectural expression
should, Ibelieve .
.be based upon asimilar set of principles.
Tectonics. detailir gad the delineation of spaces should
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32. Rotterdam
Sinuous horontaIIly and powerful vertical gestures
fix Its place between earth and heaven

-

-:

clearly express the way the building works.' In this respect,
as well, the ocean liner serves as auseful precedent.
Much of Le Corbusier's thought on the beauty of function
evolved out of his fascination with the liner, which he used
as alesson for would-be architects. In Towards a New
Architecture, he refers to the Canadian Pacific liner Empress
of Asia (which, incidentally, docked at the port of Victoria for
two decades), calling it a ..masterly, correct, and
magnificent play of masses brought together in light (refer to
Figure 30). °
"

.

He went on to describe the Cunard liner Aquitania (refer to
Figure 31) as
.a fine grouping of the constructional
elements, sanely exhibited and rationally assembled
[presumably, he was not referring to the nature of either
ship's interior architecture
both schemes were rooted in
the comfortable familiarity of the classical style]." °
"

..

--

The impermeable nature of the ship's hull meant that any
interaction between the ship's deep interior spaces and the
outside environment took place in apredominantly vertical
direction. Light and air had to be brought down while stale
air and boiler exhaust had to be sent up.
When Le Corbusier spoke of the "play of masses brought
together in light", he was likely referring to the undeniable
sense of purpose which was revealed in aliner's silhouette.
The sinuous horizontality of the hull and the powerful
vertical gestures of the shafts and vents silhouetted against
the sky worked together in away that fixed the liner's place
between earth and heaven (refer to Figures 32 & 33).
The nature of this interplay represents another important
architectural precedent. A sectional analysis of the project
site reveals that the Belleville Street elevation is actually
aboit two floors above the high water mark in the harbour.
Sinde the building must interact with both the city and the
harbour, it is evident that agood portion of the interior
space will actually exist below the grade level of the street.

8
When Ispeak of how the building works. Irefer to an all-encompassing definition of functionality
which includes contextual function, technical function, programmatic function and required spatial
relationships

LeCobusr,Teierds aNew Architecture, New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1986, p.99
10
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Light and air must be brought Into the heart of the College
with many of the same restrictions facing ship designers.
Part of the architectural investigation therefore attempts to
utilize the design solutions aboard aliner as abasis for a
unique expression of the horizontal/vertical relationships
within the building.
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THE SEAFARER'S COLLEGE
The design solution illustrated on the preceding pages (refer
to Figures 34.1 through 34.12) embodies all of the ideas
which have been expressed with respect to site, programme
and the use of the ship as an architectural metaphor.
At this point Ishall describe in greater detail the way in
which the outcome of the architectural investigation draws
these elements, together to produce abuilding which is in all
respects an expression of its place in the world.
EVOLUTION
A primary characteristic of many attempts to utlll7e the ship
as aprecedent is that the resulting architecture tends to
become introspective, excluding the surrounding context
rather than embracing it (refer to Figures 35, 36, & 37).
While this kind of exclusion may be desirable in certain
situations, in this case Idid not believe it would be entirely
appropriate. An entirely s1ngnlr, objectified building would
have precluded the establishment of adialogue with the
diverse set of layered contextual relationships which exist on
the site.
It became necessary, therefore, to consider alternatives
which might allow for the exploration of the relationship
between ships and architecture without restricting the
establishment of contextual links. At this point Ibegan to
think of the College as a ship/building hybrid.
The Image which served as a starting point for this
investigation was that of the Canadian Pacific liner
Empress of Canada in port at Honolulu (refer to Figure 38).
The essence of this idea was captured in a series of study
models, the final one of which is depicted in Figure 39.
At thth staTge the College was conceived as a small building
to wbidh a large shijS-llke object was attached The
shorttonngsofthèánà'I or quickly became apparent. The
massing ma fndeetl have allowed for the establishment of
multiple c6nextaJ relationships with the "ship" relating to
the haybour arid the iñore differentiated "terminal" relating
to the Wban cOtteXt 1lQwever, the opportunity to create a
rich layerfiig bfspaces between them appeared limited The
Interstitial spae lcam an inhospitable one, very much
19

38. Ship/Building Relationship

Empress of Canada at Honolulu

39. Study Model #

Concept based upon essence of Figure 38

like the space between the hull of a ship and a seawall to
which it is tied. It became along featureless corridor when
in fact Iwished use it as away to integrate the two masses.
The results of this study led me to investigate the notion of
ship and building in amore metaphorical sense. I
embarked upon an exercise which involved the extraction of
more engageable elements from a ship by dissecting its hull
and studying its Internal relationships.
Figure 40 is aphotograph of an interpretive model which
examines the spatial and tectonic relationships present
within a section of a ship's hull. The singularity of the
vessel has been broken down to reveal an engageable series
of integrated spaces and very different edge conditions.

40. Study Model #2
Decorstrucllon
of a hull;
horizontal/
vertical
Integration

The evocative qualities of this model were to serve as a
meaningful precedent in developing acohesive architectural
expression, including the development of a structural
system, the integration of horizontal and vertical spaces, the
relationship exterior tectonics to internal functionality; and
the articulation of each elevation in amanner appropriate to
its context. The physical manifestation of these ideas is
detailed in the following section.
THE BUILDING AND THE CITY
The most common way to approach Victoria's downtown
and Inner Harbour is by land, arriving on Vancouver Island
either from the B.C. Ferries terminal or the airport, both of
which are located on the Saanich Peninsula to the north of
the city limits. The first view most people receive of the
harbour is from the rise to its northeast upon which most of
the downtown has been built. It is from here that someone
approaching the College might first engage with it.
From this vantage point, one best appreciates the way the
College fits Into the j
context of the harbour as awhole. The
waters,
ofthe harbouract as amoat, providing aneutral
visual ground against which the figure of the building
becomes more proi wrient. The presence of the harbour also
keep'the tjp1ca1 observer at least 500 metres back from its
northface-It is wlthth this context
at the College engages the city on
amOflumntL4vei
College presents along, singular
face
a S
tvhch draws upon the
prebxQi1tã lines of the pier and buildings
20

41. North Facade
Monolithic object

immediately to the east. The strong vertical masses of the
elevator tower and the simulator housing act as
punctuation marks which anchor the skyline, creating a
western gateway to James Bay.
Whereas the three landward sides of the College present
modulated facades to the exterior spaces around them, the
north edge stakes out the extents of the building in
unequivocal terms. It is an appropriate gesture because
this edge represents the most hostile of the contextual
relationships in which the College finds itself.- the water of
the harbour is cold and restricts access from this direction;
the winter winds blow from the north and the sun does not
shine on this facade for more than afew hours every year.
The tectonics of the College are such that agiven set of
pieces may be interpreted in very different ways depending
upon the observer's position relative to the building. When
viewed from across the harbour to the north (refer to Figure
41), the layered quality of the architecture is diminished.
Perspective is reduced by the observer's sheer distance from
the building and the fact that it is usually seen in silhouette
against the sun. The vertical roofscape of the south wing
and the horizontal stroke of the north wing become fused
into a single monolithic gesture.
As one rounds the eastern end of James Bay and moves
west past the Legislature buildings, the bifurcated nature of
the College is gradually revealed (refer to Figure 42). The
architecture which seemed impenetrable from the north has
dissolved into apair of outstretched arms which reach out
along the dock, drawing the observer's eye into the
interstitial space between them. The long narrow pla7
between these arms is the exterior portion of acontinuous
void which passes through the north/south axis of the
building and is integrated with the large interior boat
storage area and the launching ramp which faces the bay to
the west (refer to Figure 34.10).
The registration of the building with respect to Belleville
Street auLI the harbour walk is such that one approaches
the Cblege alan oblique angle. The broad face of the
concrete stair bloc kat the east end of the
librártadñiinlstratIon wing acts as avisual anchor
althouhfibrn .thenorth it appeared less significant.
I

The -iorth.wing is attac ed to the south wing, both in
phyáicaYandconnoptiial terms, by the opaque span of the
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42. East Approach
Bifurcated massing

43. Precedent: Dockyard Crane
Moss concentrated on landward side ,
touches ship more delicately

simulator housing. From the north and east, its visual
function is twofold. Firstly, it connects the "vessel" and
"grounded" portions of the building in much the same
manner as adockyard crane reaches out to touch a ship
(refer to Figure 43). It also serves as aneutral backdrop to
the visual density of the roofscape at the east end of the
building. The row of freestanding stainless steel washroom
towers which stand out against this backdrop are intended
to hint at the layered progression of spaces which connect
the eastern exterior training court west through the building
to the work yard and launch ramp.
The formal forecourt and main entry to the College occur on
its south side, along the Belleville Street edge. The design of
the forecourt attempts to address the concerns articulated
in the site analysis. A great deal of emphasis is placed upon
the establishment of links with adjacent circulation routes
and activity centres. The building itself is what draws
people towards the site from adistance, but the nature of
the plaza is what must entice them further into the site once
they arrive.
The plzc is intended to achieve several objectives
simultaneously. It must draw people into the College Itself;
It must act as alink between points east and Laurel Point
Park to the west; it must act as a destination in its own
right, and it must mediate between the College and adjacent
residential buildings.
To facilitate all of this, parking has been provided below the
plaza at dock level, approximately 4 to 5m below the level of
the street. But the functional realities of this decision place
a number of constraints upon the layout of the public
spaces above. The most significant of these involves
allowance for unrestricted vehicular access from street level
to the parking below. A natural access point exists below
the east end of.the plaza, where it may take advantage of the
existing access ramp from Belleville Street to the adjacent
ferry watt
lot. A second access point is required,
however, to allow for the free movement of trucks headed for
the loadingd9.beneath the main entry.
The most -,lo
contii
fromTh
work
departure
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solution from afunctional perspective is to
1neôfBlléille Street as it approaches the site
Lwest.(rekIto Figure 34.2). This creates a
iion with the street and allows for direct

44. Framed View to College Oswego Street
Layered architecture, visual anchor
-

The physical ramifications of this move are evident on the
site plan (refer to Figure 34.3). The most direct path from
the intersection of Belleville and Oswego Streets to Laurel
Point Park cuts aline directly across the plaza. The slot
created by the access ramp cuts across this direct route, but
it works to the plazci's advantage in anumber of ways.
It is well-known that pedestrians take the shortest route
between two points. Even with the presence of this
obstacle, the shortest distance to and from Laurel Point
Park still involves crossing the site. This allows for a
modulation of the journey to make it amore enriching
experience.
The slot deflects pedestrians towards the front entry of the
College as they pass through the site, and it creates an
equally important opportunity to establish agathering place
along the south edge of the site between the slot and the
sidewalk (refer to Figure 34.3).
The north edge of this subfield is defined by arow of trees
and aset of light shafts to the parking area below. These
features also work together as a single linear element,
strengthening east/west connections across the site. But
more importantly, they help to create alayered set of spaces
which mediate between the College and the residential scale
of the Victorian Inns on the south side of Belleville Street.
The siting and massing of the building have been carefully
considered such that each of the major approaches to the
site may be presented with an appropriate gesture.
Views to the site from the north, east and west are primarily
panoramic, but the regular street grid of the residential
neighbourhood to the south sets up aseries of framed views
looking north to the harbour. The College interjects in
different ways.
Its eastern extent is aligned such that it is included within,
but does not obscure the view to the water from Oswego
Street (refer to Figure 44). The layered quality of the
architecture is emphasized by pulling the mass of the south
wing back to the west, revealing the large object-stair at the
eastern tip-of the north wing behind it. A tall, slender flag
pole existsa gesture to the importance of this view, fixing
the buil iTgplace between earth and sky.
Near the
N
2•
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edge oi the site, Belleville Street bends
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45. South Facade
Ceremonial but engagabie

around to the south and winds around the end of the
harbour to connect with Marine Drive, which continues
along the Strait of Georgia coastline. This route represents
another important approach to the site. As one approaches
the site from the south on Belleville Street, one is presented
with aframed view directly towards the compressive mass of
the simulator housing, beneath which one passes to gain
access to the College.
The subtleties of the forecourt have already been explained,
but it remains to describe the contribution of the building
itself to the spatial reading of the entry pli7a. Whereas the
north face is concerned primarily with the establishment of
contextual relationships on amacro scale, the south face is
intended to act as aceremonial but engageable backdrop to
the exterior forecourt.
It is made up of three primary elements: the vertical
bulkheads of the library/administration wing to the east;
the objectified box of the conference centre; and the main
entry, which is recessed into the building beneath the
overhang of the simulator housing (refer to Figure 34.9).
The whole facade is intended to work together in enticing
people into the building itself. The series of vertical gestures
act together as asingle linear element which draws the eye
westwards where it deflects off the out-thrust corner of the
box and into the void beneath the overhang (refer to Figure
45).
In contrast to the impermeable edge of the north face, the
tectonics here allow for visual penetration of the interior
spaces, both from the p17- and the parking area below.
The administration wing, although of a ceremonial scale
when observed from adistance, presents ahighly
dlffereñ
!;.e plaza; one which encourages
mov
.nd beneath it. The conference centre
at
evel.is eqPed with large glass door panels
which miy
•
utwards in awelcoming gesture
whiqh
èr between interior and exterior
space
EntjTj
spac
such:
reprs
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vôlves passing through a series of
iedboth horizontally and vertically
reiares you for the next which
Xer degree of enclosure (refer to

Upon passing through the enclosed vestibule, one steps into
the main foyer. From this vantage point it is possible to
orient one's self completely to the layout of the College. The
main level houses the reception area, the conference centre,
administration, classrooms, seminar rooms and offices.
All of the functional units on each level are connected back
to the foyer. This arrangement encourages social
interaction and chance encounters because everyone has to
pass through the same space on the way to somewhere else.
It also minimizes the necessity to create long dead-end
corridors to access the extremities of each wing.
The foyer at this level is arelatively contained space, with
limited views north to the harbour but agreater
transparency along the east/west axis of the building. The
most dominant element in the space is, of course, the
structure which supports the simulator core above the third
level. As the crane-like reach of the exterior enclosure ties
the north and south wings of the building together, so the
actual workings of the simulator are used both
metaphorically and physically to integrate the building
vertically.
Beneath the simulator core, avertical space which upwards
from the street level to the bottom of the simulator itself,
such that the mechanical workings are exposed to those
passing beneath it. A gangplank-like stair flies up through
this void from the entry foyer to the third level (refer to
Figure 34.11).
The third level (refer to Figure 34.4) contains the library,
simulator briefing and control rooms, classrooms, a
chartwork/draftlng studio, aseries of classrooms, and the
student lounge area. The main 360 degree simulator and
four smaller 270 degree simulators are located on a
mezzanine level (refer to Figure 34.5) within the larger
exterior housing. They are accessed via ladder-stairs and
catwalks from the briefing and control rooms.
(dock level) exists in relative isolation from the
The fli%. level
e
rest o
College. The spaces which are located here either
require 4darect access to an exterior work space or they
generate agredèaththoise and must be isolated from
mor&smeas-Faóffltles located here include the
enginro
afd
workshop, General Seamanship
trainpig
boatstorage facilities and the Marine
Emegçncv DütIe t"' ñing centre.

46. Tidal Court
Embracing arm, massing broken down

To allow for the flexible programming of interstitial areas,
the entire dock level may be opened up to create a single
interconnected series of spaces which link the east and
west exterior courtyards. The eastern court has already
been discussed. Ishall conclude now by desc±1bing the
nature of the west court, as it represents the most intimate
expression of the relationship between site and
architecture.
The small bay which opens up between the College and
Laurel Point is avery intimate outdoor space. Irefer to it
as a "tidal courtyard". Its southern edge is defined by a
series of townhomes and condominiums located in a parklike setting. A very intimate architectural expression is
required on the part of the College.
What actually happens here is that the same elements
which made formal or monumental gestures on other sides
of the building now reveal the capacity to act in a
completely different way. It's abit like cracking open the
hard shell of a clam to get at the tender meat inside. The
mass of the building is broken down into much more
manageable pieces.
On the ifipside of the hard "ship's hull" to the north we find
an engageable exterior terrace which is integrated with the
staff lounge by means of large, south-facing overhead
doors. What was an exclusionary statement from across
the harbour has been transformed into an embracing arm
which defines the outer edge of the tidal court.
Most of the human activity on the site is concentrated in
this intimate space. All of the in-water training takes place
here, either in the tank or the harbour itself. The constant
launching and hauling-out of boats is awonderful thing to
watch from the amphitheatre-like shoreline of the park.

CONCLUSIONS
The preceding document described the design of a marine
training facility, a Seafarer's College, located adjacent to
the Inner harbour at Victoria, British Columbia.
The design of the College was used as avehicle to explore
the relationship between site, programme, and the
generation of an architectural poetic. The relationship
between these three elements was expressed by using the
ship as an architectural metaphor; in particular, the transoceanic liner of the early twentieth century. A study of the
liner produced a set of precedents which were applied to
the creation of aland-based architectural expression.
Because of the liner's intimate connections with the site
and the programme, its utilization as a metaphor allowed
for the articulation of an architectural poetic which was an
intimate expression of the relationship Iset out to
investigate.
The architecture which came out of this study was
something of a hybrid between a ship and abuilding. The
transition between these two elements was used to create a
layered set of spaces within the building. But It was also
used to establish more intimate links with the site context
and the way the building will be used by its occupants.
The architectural poetic has clearly been influenced by the
aesthetic of the ocean liner, but the principles which
underlie that aesthetic are much more important. This
project has captured many of these underlying qualities
and used them to articulate an expression which clearly
fixes the building's place in its context
qualities like the
ability to respond to many different contextual
relationships, the ability to engage people on a number of
levels at içe, anda clarity of purpose which is evident
thrdugliouç
--
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Turner, Robert D., The Pacific Princesses, Victoria: Sono Nis
Press, 1977

When World War Ibegan in 1914, Canada quickly mobilized.
Man)' troops were trained on Vancouver Island and then moved
to the mainland on the Princess ships. It was atime of excitemerit, patriotism, fear and sorrow. In the upper view, the Princess
Charlotte is nearly fully loaded.
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The Princess Mary along with nearly all of the larger ships in th
fleet saw service in troop movements. A long whistle blast, alast
wave
awar ahead.
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Each winter during the x
g6o's and early 1970'S the Princess
Patricia, shown in the distance at her berth, and the Princess
Marguerite, seen entering the harbour, were tied up at Victoria,
the light traffic not justifying their use. In the summer tourist
season, however, they were back in service.
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APPENDIX "D"
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
THE GREAT LINERS
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COMPRISING THREE CHAPTERS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

EVOLUTION OF THE BREED
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
CONSTRUCTION
LAUNCH

1.

EVOLUTION

The demand for trans-oceanic transportation existed long
before technology had developed to the point where a
reliable service could be established. Until the mid-1800s,
intercontinental trade routes were serviced by wooden
sailing vessels whose ability to withstand the rigors of
ocean passagemaldng was woefully inadequate. In fact,
one out of six sailing packets departing from Europe for the
New World failed to reach its destination."
But despite the dangers, the potential profits were
enormous and trade grew at a steady pace through the
nineteenth century. But the age-old dependence on wind
and weather combined with the structural limitations of
wooden ship construction were to prevent the full potential
of these intercontinental links from being reall7ed.
The development of steam propulsion and its subsequent
application to marine use were to provide the first crucial
ingredients in a set of circumstances which allowed for the
evolution of the great liners. In the beginning, the most
common way to couple steam power to apropulsion system
was by means of a paddle wheel.

it

ibid., p.3.
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Although preliminary experiments had been conducted
with screw propulsion, the wooden hulls of the era were not
able to withstand the stress and vibration which were

created by the rapid rotation of an underwater propeller.
While the paddle wheel worked well in sheltered waters, its
relative size and delicacy rendered it vulnerable to ocean
waves. It therefore proved unreliable in the offshore
environment.
The perfection of steel shipbuilding technology allowed for
the combined application of advances in steam power,
propulsion systems, and construction techniques. The new
capabilities paved the way for a completely new breed of
ship.

2.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Aesthetics
Sailing vessels had, over many years of refinement,
developed a particular aesthetic which was adirect
expression of the way they worked and the structure
required to support all of their spars and rigging. The first
trans-oceanic steamers were hybrids, equipped with wheels
or screws but always retaining a sailing rig in at least an
auxiliary capacity.
It was natural that when the first true steamships finally
appeared there would be a period of painful transition as
designers tried to hammer out anew aesthetic. But
seafaring traditions die harder than most and it was
several years before steam liners lost their vestigial
bowsprits. The stylish rake (swept-back angle) of a
steamship's funnels was derived from the rake of a sailing
ship's masts, which was originally important in balancing
the rig for optimum speed and maneuverability.
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The massive superstructure which became a liner's visual
"signature" evolved out of the deck hatches found on a
sailing vessel. Trans-oceanic passengers had always
craved two comforts: light and ventilation. On sailing
vessels, the builders' response was limited to little
greenhouse roofs set between the masts. These modest
structures admitted daylight and fresh air to the central
saloons without hampering the working of the sails. As
steam supplanted canvas and rigging diminished, the
greenhouse roofs grew into deckhouses; when sail
disappeared completely, the deckhouses blossomed into
superstructure.

Wave Action and Hull Shape
The movement of a ship at sea influences most design
decisions in naval architecture. Ships are regularly
subjected to some of the most destructive forces which can
be exerted upon a structure.
The numerous openings In a ship's hull compound the
stresses imposed by live loads, but essentially we may
consider it in terms of avery large beam. In dry-dock ships
are supported with care upon keel-blocks to give even
support. One can not rely upon even support at sea,
however, where a ship may be picked up by waves at each
end, leaving her heavy middle unsustained, or else
exposing a naked forefoot and propeller at the same
moment. It is in fact possible to break a ship, floating
alongside a quay, by careless and uneven loading of the
holds and tanks."
in the early 1900s, each new transatlantic liner was
designed to be bigger and more awe-inspiring than its
predecessors. This meant that each new ship would be
subject to stresses never before experienced.
The awkward loading conditions imposed by wave action
were exacerbated on a ship athousand feet from end to
end. Where a smaller vessel might have ridden the waves
like a cork, this new breed had to be constructed to span
the troughs like abridge. They were able to do this by
distributing loads through arelatively flexible assembly of
beams, frames, plates, and bulkheads. The location of
these giant structural members dictated the basic shape
and layout of a liner's interior spaces.
There are two basic types of wave-induced motion: "Pitch"
refers to the fore-and-aft motion experienced by aship as it
passes up one wave and down the next. "Roll" is the
pronounced side-to-side motion avessel experiences when
waves act upon its flanks. Each one affects the hull
differently and requires aparticular set of design
responses.

4

Gordon, J.E., The New Science of Strong Materials, New York Walker &Co., 1968, p.60.
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A fundamental concept in naval architecture is that of
"righting moment". Put simply, it is the critical angle
beyond which a ship will not recover from a roll, and will

capsize. A ship's righting moment depends upon two key
factors: its centre of gravity and the buoyancy created by
the shape of its hull.
A fast ship tended to be long and narrow, and made up for
its consequent lack of volume by rising higher above the
water. The reduced buoyancy of the narrow hull combined
with the higher centre of gravity often resulted in a "tender"
ship, which meant that she would hang on a roll for several
seconds before starting back to the upright position.
Needless to say, this could be a disconcerting tendency to
the uninitiated. Several liners actually had their upper
decks removed and their funnels shortened in attempts to
increase stability.
It was also possible for a ship to possess too much
stability. Such a ship was the Normandte, a notoriously
"snappy" roller. Her radically efficient hull tended to right
itself so quickly after aroll that unprepared passengers
were flung around, often with unpleasant physical
consequences.

3.

CONSTRUCTION

The period between aliner's initial conception and the
moment it was released towards the water was, in
architectural terms, one of the most fascinating stages of it
existence. It was atime of gestation when the incubated
leviathan would gradually resolve itself out of the chaotic
activity that was a shipyard.
It was also atime which saw the construction of an
infrastructure which dwarfed even the vessel within. The
construction of Normandie's berth took longer in fact than
the twenty-two months required to complete the ship itself.
The construction of the Mauretania at the English shipyard
of Swan, Hunter in 1906 typefled the process and bears a
more detailed investigation. Remarkably, modern ship
construction has changed very little since MauretanLa's
days, with the exception that the plates are now welded
together instead of riveted.

Maxtone-Graham, John, The Only Way to Cross, New Yoilc The Macmillan Company, 1972, p.14•16.
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The following passage describing the Mauretartia's
construction has been paraphrased from atext by John
Maxtone-Graham'4,who evokes vividly the world from

which atransatlantic express liner arose
Piranesi fantasy.

--

atrue-life

The Mauretania's proposed length exceeded the width of the
river into which she was to be launched. But by taking
advantage of afortunate bend in the Tyne, engineers
managed a launch run, on paper, of twelve hundred feet.
This was consideredjust adequate and a berth was
prepared. Sixteen thousand piles were driven into the
riverbank, and decked over with six inches of oak. On the
cleared floor of the berth went three rows of blocks. The
longest one in the centre would support the keel for most of
its land-based existence, while shorter rows on either side
would take the weight of the bilges. The ways, or
bannisters down which the ship would slide into the water,
would not be built until the hull neared completion.
Overhead, there was an iron and glass roof, a sound
investment against the rigours of aNorthern English winter.
The underside of the roof was dotted with arc lamps and
tracked with cranes that could, singly or in pairs, shift the
enormous masses of steel already assembling in the yard.
The Mauretania would be built, i
fnot indoors, certainly
under cover.
There followed the first ceremonial moment in the l
i
fe of a
ship, the laying .of the keel. This was the start of assembly,
the visible beginning of the hull. The keel was the ship's
spine, unseen but essential. From it, all else would grow:
without it, or with any damage to it, the ship could not
survive.
On the bfrickboard-like floor of the moulding loft, plans of the
Mauretania were enlarged to actual size. In the framebender's furnace, lengths of U-shaped steel were brought to
white heat, withdrawn, and wrought into the exact shape
dictated by the full-scale plans. Port and starboard pairs of
the same frame were made consecutively and laid one on
top of another to ensure exact duplication. Then they were
taken to the berth and attached to the double bottoms,
exactly thirty-two inches apart. They were numbered from
the stem and became co-ordinates in the geography of the
ship.
Steel plates more than an inch thick formed the skin, or shell
plating, of the ship. Some were fifty feet long and weighed
five tons. In the shop, plate rivet marks were transferred
onto the steel, and each plate, suspended on chain hoists,
was maneuvered into the jaws of a battery of machines that
stamped, bent, and tortured it into the required shape.
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The edges were shaved into dimension by a steam plane
that peeled off spirals of silver metal like so much cold
butter. Stamping machines punched out-rivet holes in the
clean edge, ten at a time. Finally, passed by the critical eye
of the shop foreman, the plate was delivered back to the
berthfor hanging up.
It would require four million rivets to assemble the hull and
superstructure of Mauretania. Soft iron ones were used,
and the yard designed oil-fired wheeled furnaces that
cooked up scores of them at a time. They were p7;11Pd from
the hot box and flung to the catcher boy, who grabbed them
in midair with a thick leather mitt. Transferred to tongs, the
rivet was held in place above the aligned rivet holes and
driven home by the holder-up. Then, yelling to his partner
on the other side of the plate, he would brace against the
head; and the riveter, inside the hull, would attack the
glowing shank with apneumatic tool, flattening and
spreading the point into a rough duplicate of the rounded
head. As it cooled, the rivet would contract and draw the
plates tightly together.
There were many places on the hull where there was
enough space to employ heavy gap riveters. These were
pneumatically-operated machines, sbfeet of giant lobster
claw that hung from overhead booms. They could, in one
convulsive shuddering hiss, flatten a rivet point with afifty tort squeeze. In fact, much of the shell plating had been
specifically designed with this shortcut in mind...

From the clutter of pneumatic hose, steel plates and wheeled
furnaces rose a monstrous skeleton, spine down, thrusting a
forest of ribs into the smoky air. Workers bound for the
upper decks rode in electric elevators, past the tumblehome,
that most picturesque of terms in naval architecture, the
inward slope of the midships hull above the waterline. As
each strake or row ofplating was hung up, scaffolding
followed, along which rolled a wheeled pneumatic tool like a
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Elsewhere in Britain, components were completed. The
Welsh works of Brown Lenox Company produced yards of
the largest anchor cable ever made. The propellers were
assembled, quite literally: shipbuilders in those days
favoured blades bolted onto a central boss. Propellers were
surprisingly fragile and blades were forever being chipped
or sheared off, it was cheaper and easier to replace a blade
than the entire assembly.

giant cookie cutter on edge, whose revolving steel bit would
scribe and cut the portholes.
The sense of a ship gradually emerged.
Already one can see that this spectacle had the potential to
captivate apopulation in away that few other construction
projects have since. The shipyard became avortex into
which flowed the best of a nation's technology and
craftsmanship. The importance of this last point must be
re-emphasized, because it was partly responsible for the
unique social, cultural, and political associations with
which these ships would be invested.

4.

LAUNCH

In away that a shorebound building could never be, a ship
is alive. As its final earthly props are removed and the inert
hull begins its graceful descent towards the water, a
shipwrights relationship to his creation changes
irrevocably from one of support to one of control.
It is worth returning again to the writing of John MaxtoneGraham, whose account of Mauretartia's launch captures
the spirit of this incredible transformation. 15
Between the triple row of blocks beneath the hull, joiners
began construction of the cradle and ways. They worked in
uncomfortable quarters; it was impossible to stand up
straight, and the dirt of the steelworkers reverberated from.
the plates overhead. By the time they had finished,, the
noisy cave had been filled with a complex of timber. Part of
this sloping structure, the fixed ways, would remain
anchored to the floor of the berth; everything above it, the
moving ways, would slide down into the River Tyne with the
Mauretania.
The bearing surface between fixed and moving ways was
coated with aslippery mix of hot tallow and soft black soap.
Although thrust up tightly against the hull, the cradle had
incorporated into the structure a horizontal seamfilled with
aseries of oak wedges. On the day of the launch., these
wedges would be driven in, expanding the entire cradle
vertically not very muck just a matter of inches, but
is

ibid., p.24-26.
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enough to jack up sixteen thousand torts of hulifree from the
keel blocks.
Each end of the cradle reared up into poppets: the forepoppet, a compact mass of timber balks bunched together
with steel tie-rods, extended its grasp high up under the
curve of the bow. Nothing less than this massive grip would
serve to bear the weight of the hull in mid-launch as well as
discourage its capsizing. The after-poppets rose under the
stem, cupping the shell-plating where it was pierced by the
two inboard propeller shafts. The entire cradle was a
miracle of vast cabinetry.
It must be emphasized at this point that the launch of a
ship is usually the most perilous journey she undertakes.
The launched hull, in its 40-second trip down the ways, is
subject to exactly the same pressures it might later
experience in aheavy sea. The moving stern, before getting
wet enough to float, hangs out over the water with no
support, inducing a hull stress called bogging. Seconds
later, when flotation does occur, the stresses reverse
dramatically and the unsupported midsection begins to
sag. At this halfway point in the launch sequence, the hull
has only aportion of its ultimate stability. There is
consequently an unpleasant tendency to capsize (hence the
poppets).
In the case of Mauretania, the first of the great liners, the
builders were contending with unknown risks
the
problems were not unique, but the dimensions were. And
once alaunch is begun, It cannot be stopped until the
vessel is entirely afloat.
--

It was imperative to arrest the progress of the ship once she
was in the water, before she rammed the opposite bank. So
on each side of the berth, jive U-shaped piles of chains were
laid, the open end of the Ufacing the water. Each eighty-ton
stack was composed of links of old anchor cable, garlanded
in massive bunches. Afree end was shackled to a wire rope
which was led up, in aseries of triced loops, to padeyes
temporarily riveted to the hull's sides. Only after the
Mauretania entered the water would the action of these
chain drags start: the tricing lines would snap, as designed,
in sequence, cushioning the initial shock. Similarly, the free
end of chain, reaving through itself, would further absorb
the initial tug, before the entire bulk of each stack was
pulled along the berth.
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Maxtone-Graham continues:

The day of launch, September 20, 1906, was marred at the
outset by rain, as are most* outdoor ceremonies in the north
of England. A platform had been erected under the bows, at
the centre of which was a toy capstan which would activate
release of the hydraulic launching triggers. From the
masthead on the bow hung a line tied securely around the
neck of a bottle of champagne...
Although it was Tuesday, every Tyneside firm had
dismissed its employees for the day and a carnival
atmosphere prevailed. The crowds gathered early for agood
position from which to see the launch.. The giant shed was
now an obstruction thousands waited for hours, content
with a tantalizing glimpse of the stem.
--

There was no holiday for the men of Swan Hunter. High
tide would be at four-thirty in the afternoon, and a series of
irrevocable mechanical steps was already in progress. From
under the Mauretania came the "thunk" of sledge against
oak as the wedges all, along the line of the cradle were
driven home. This was the process of "setting up, shifting
the weight of the hull from block to cradle. Suddenly, after
supporting the Mauretanla for nearly two years, the keel
blocks were redundant and were left in place only as a
safety precaution. During the day, stress gauges were
examined for any premature movement. A trip switch had
been rigged, so that those on the launching platform could
be alerted by the ringing of an electric bell the instant the
vessel began to move.
The Mauretania was poised, ready for her majestic entry
into the Tyne. There were still men under the bilges and the
thump and clatter of their hammers continued right up to the
last. The entire timbered substructure, taking the full weight
of sixteen thousand tons of steel, creaked and groaned
alarmingly. Then the Duchess was asked to turn the
miniature capstan. There was an appalling crash as the
giant steel triggers dropped from their retaining slots on the
moving ways. For an instant, nothing gave. Swan was
seen to raise his hand, as though to signal the engineers
standing by with hydraulic rams to assist with a nudge.
But he was caught in mid-gesture as the electric bell
soundedjoyously and the immense rivet-studded wall
began to move. The Duchess christened her hastily
'Mauritania!" and flung the bottle of champagne at the
receding stem, where it splintered and foamed.

Down, she went, the ways cracking and squealing. Now the
rivercraft saluted with a deafening chorus of whistles and
sirens. First the rudder, then the propellers and finally the
graceful counter thrust into the Tyne, sending up twin
sheets of water, the naissance of a tidal wave that soaked
watchers lining the opposite shore. As she entered her
natural element the first buoyant lift raised up the midships
hull, and the fore-poppet under the bows took on added
weight. Exactly as designed, portions of it crumbled into a
splintery cushion. Pine screamed against oak in dreadful
conflict on ways alreothj stripped clean of their lubricants.
Moving at fourteen knots, the bows droppedfrom the land.
The union.jack at the masthead dipped in frantic salute and
the riding crews clutched the rail as the stem plunged down.
Another wave lashed back up the berth. The hull recovered
and then the trtcing lines took up the vital business of
arresting that backward rush. In successive pairs, the piles
of drag chain leapt into life, snaking and roaring along the
edge of the berth in pursuit of their charge, driving up
monstrous divots and clouds of dust. Afleet of six tugs left
off their salutes long enough to harry their giant sister to a'
stop. From across the Tyne, even high on the hills, it was
the steam from the tugs that finally obscured the glistening
white hull as she floated, unnaturally light, riding higher out
of the water than she ever would again.
But the sense ofparticular ceremony that is a launch, the
combination of engineering miracle, opening night and
stupendous passage was complete; in the roiled muddy
Tyne, cluttered with chain and timbers, the Mauretania was
afloat at last.
What the awestruck masses clearly witnessed that day was
an entity coming into the world
one which arrived with
all of the cacophonous labour and intense emotion of a
human birth. Is it any wonder, then, that the new baby
would be forever etched into their minds as an individual?
--

Perhaps this explains the degree to which a. great liner was
subsequently personified. But despite the pomp and
circumstance surrounding the launch, one must remember
that the hull which had seemed so majestic as it moved
down the ways was, at this point, little more than a
gigantic barge.
Over the next six months, floating at its moorings, its
outward appearance would change very little. But deep
within the hull, the ship's sinews were being knit together:
><
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a system of turbines, hoppers, boilers and generators
which would transmit twenty-thousand horsepower to each
of the four screws. A network of braces, beams and
bulkheads distributed the tremendous loads to which the
vessel would be subject at sea.
Once the majority of work was completed below, the
superstructure was constructed and finally the proud
funnels were lifted up against the sky. Plumbing and
wiring were lnsth lied, and the interior finishings were
applied. After approximately one year at her shipyard
moorings, the vessel was ready to be taken to sea.

